Spandau Prison, now no longer stands after the death of Nazi war criminal Rudolf Hess in 1987. It was torn down after Hess, its only occupant passed away. The Spandau prison was one of the last remaining Nazi era buildings left in West Berlin.

Schloss Strasse, in the Steglitz district, is a great shopping alternative to the Ku’damm.

A colorful perspective at BAHS.

The beautiful Berlin Allied Air Safety building.
The Berlin Wall, a constant reminder of WWII to those on both sides. Put up the night of Aug. 31, 1961 to “protect” those on the inside, from those outside. The wall has since become a cement canvas for local artists and peace groups. As well as a conversation piece.

Talk of tearing down the wall has been going on since it was put up, 25 years ago, and they grow more and more convincing each year. In a recent visit to Berlin President Ronald Reagan challenged U.S.S.R.’s Gorbachev to tear the wall down as a peace gesture. Something probably none of us will see in our lifetimes.
An East German radio tower silhouetted over the Wannsee.

The infamous “Pope’s revenge” with the cross reflected from the East German perspective.
Senior Darin Hunt's perspective on BAHS.

Mexiko Platz one of Berlin's most beautiful Platz's, has frequent hand craft shows, and art festivals.

The Wannsee's Moby Dick cruises the waters while his passengers enjoy the view.
WHO IS YOUR IDOL?
Mike — Ed Acker
Marty — Angie (Ha, Ha)
Steve — Mr. Schmoll, Mr. Lazenby, and Santa Claus
Heath — Ollie North
Tim — Billy
IF YOU COULD HAVE ANYONE FOR YOUR PARENTS, WHO WOULD THEY BE?

Angie — The Huxtable's
Deana — Anyone but the one's I have
Davonda — Who ever'd take me
Joy — Martin Sheen and Tina Turner
Danny — Lance Mountain and Marilyn Monroe

Brian — Father — Donald G., and Mother — Tracy T.
Richard — Anyone with money
WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE THING THAT YOU HAVE?
Paul — My keyboard
Erika — My Liebling (which is sort of a co-ownership!), and my earmanghi (TE HE HE)
Donald — The red thing hanging in my locker
James — My golf clubs
Calli Fuller — The ability to speak
WHAT'S YOUR OWN SPECIAL HANGOVER REMEDY?
Dawn — Stick my face by the toilet and flush it
Janis — More drinks
Jenny — I don't drink
Chris — Open all the windows and pray to God I don't throw up
Darin — Half a warm beer mixed with a shot of 151 and flat coke in a tall, frosty glass ... along with a piece of greasy spam in a dirty ashtray. Then I'd pray to the porcelain God.
Paul — Sleep for three days
WHAT WILL YOU MISS THE MOST
ABOUT BERLIN?
Kendall — The drinking age
Julie — Whatever Sharon said
Dipala — Waking up and not knowing what to eat
Randy — Captain Zap
Sharon — Beta's sound
Carla — A friend
WHAT DO YOU WANT PEOPLE AT BAYS TO REMEMBER YOU BY?

Harp - My best friend
Rachel - Thats my kinda guy
Dusty - Me big ... lol
Dian - Oomph uJ 17 - Barbie 1
Jennifer - big cyclades
Sue Jean Moe - My something

Lahoma Lonon

Rachael Marinkovic
Kathryn Martin
Racheal Marvin
Dusty Marvin
Daniel Moroney
Jennifer Norris
WHERE'S YOUR FAVORITE PLACE TO BE?
Jenny — I wanna be at BYU
Felecia — With my sweetheart
Tina — In Spain — Llorett De Mar
Michelle — MaKaHa Beach, Oahu, Hawaii
Erica — In Poochie’s arms
Carrie — San Antonio, Texas
WHAT PUTS YOU IN THE "MOOD"?
Eric — Stormy weather and nerf balls
Kirk — Budweiser girls
Shawn — Bubbling baby oil
Amy — For what?
Darla — Country music
Tracy — Kitchen utensils
WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE SAYING?
Setha — I don't understand.
Marshall — What's up?
Jayson — Do you take American Express?
Scott — What's that?
Jerriod Wade — What up?
Gretchen — How Fun!

Editors for Senior Section — Erika DeVries and Gretchen Wendt
SENIOR QUOTES

AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Kirk Slobody — “We plant our gardens and decorate our own souls, instead of waiting for someone to bring us flowers. And we learn that we can really endure, That we really are strong. And we really do have worth And we learn and learn...and we learn. With every good-bye we learn.”
Achievements — Varsity swimming, Publications

Brian Cooper — “If you get ‘it’, good. If you don’t, well too bad!” Achievements — Varsity Football

Davonda Calbert — “I’d like to thank every little helping hand that pushed me through my Senior year. It’s been great. I’d like to thank my Mom and Dad and especially my dear best friend, Shaene. Hang in there and you’ll make it. Love ya Shaene”

Jennifer Norris — “To handle yourself, use your head. To handle others, use your heart. To Brian — It’s two and a half years for me and you and I want you to know that I’ve loved most of the times we’ve spent together and all of the things we’ve shared. Good luck in the future and I love you.”

Lisa Freeman — “You’re never a failure if you try, so be successful and reach for the sky.” Achievements — Captain Basketball Team, Co-Captain Cheerleading, Varsity Track Team, Student Council Senator, Varsity Letterman’s Club, Junior Class Duchess, All-Conference Basketball Team

Tracey Terrell — “If there’s one thing I’ve learned all these years, it’s sometimes you just gotta say what the hell... make your move. Thanks to Donald and Brian, my two best buds, and everyone else.”
Achievements — Varsity Football, Senior Class Treasurer
Darin Hunt “I'm outrageous, I'm spontaneous, I've been called insane. People try to figure me out, and can't. That's cool... I can't either. Some people live day by day, others minute by minute. I live from second to second, out on the edge; but not so close to the edge as to where I get cut. I love to have fun... I live for excitement.”

Donald Geimer “As the end gets close I am glad that its over. But, if I had a choice I would do it all over again! Tina — I love you and I never want you to forget it.”

Marshall Todd “Sometimes you think your not going to make it, but with a little effort you usually do. Don’t use this advice for your school work though”
Achievement — Football 9, 11, 12, Track 9, 11, 12, Homecoming King, Powder Puff Coach.

Erica Riddick “Make the best out of life, you’ll learn its not handed to you on a silver platter, while your making the best enjoy it and fill it with success.” ‘I’d like to thank my loving family for helping me get through, especially Cheryl. Brian I will always love you. Special thanks to Felecia Phillips I love ya sis.”
Achievements — Varsity Cheerleader 11-12, ROTC 12, Co-ed. of Newspaper 11-12.

Daniel Moroney — “This is a special year, the beginning of life. A time of growing, learning, and experiencing. Life, like most things, is temporary. Yet, the memories are forever.”

Felecia Phillips “Never give up always fight; for those are the winners that succeed in life.”
Gretchen Wendt — "I have only two things to say — to those of you who find yourselves on brick roads — get off of them cause its a lot more fun romping through the streets! I refuse to the conventional — you'll never see me going the same way as anyone else. Two roads diverge in a wood and I took the one less traveled."


Scott "Pee Wee" Wagner "Whenever you dream, you're holding the key. It opens the door, to let you be free. OZZY LIVES! May bass always taste as good as it does in the PUB. (RIGHT BEEMER?) . . . HASTA LUEGO!"

Mike Baily "Even though the last four years have been long ones, they have been good. Thanks to mom and dad for helping me getting through this ordeal, and I would like to thank all my friends that have made my last three years in Berlin really special."

Jason Vasquez "We take a lot, we give a lot, to me life is too short to be played with. Whatever we do, whatever I do, I hope we all succeed to be the best. The future is the class of 88, a class of dreams and a class that's going places."

Achievements — MUN 12th, Teen Council 12th, Newspaper Ed. 12th, Vice-pres. Sr. class, Publications 11-12.
Tim Brandt — “I want to run
I want to hide
I want to tear down the walls
That hold me inside
I want to reach out
And touch the flame
Where the streets have no name.”
— U2 —
Achievement — Keeping my sanity.

Calli Fuller — “If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are dead, either write things worth reading or do things worth writing.”
Achievements — Student Council President, Junior Class President, Varsity Cheerleading, Junior Varsity Cheerleading, National Honor Society, Vice President.

Jennifer Ottley — “Like the changing of seasons, time passes quickly. Here I am looking back on all the years of schooling. My Senior year is finally here and the ‘real’ world is just ahead. All the fun, friends, and memories, tucked neatly away in my mind. So much to do and so little time to do it in. Now as I go to seek my own life, I find many people who have helped me along the way. Thanks Mom and Dad! Good luck, Class of ’89. Reach for the stars!”

Jenny Hoffman — “Success lies in doing not what others consider to be great, but what YOU consider to be RIGHT!”
Achievements — Varsity Soccer, National Honor Society, Junior Class Treasurer, Teen Council, Varsity Tennis, Varsity Letterman’s Club.

Dawn Halinski — “?”
Achievements — Graduation.
Erika Devries — “To be an individual or different may be popular, but to be myself is what’s most important to me.”

Achievements —
- Varsity Tennis
- Varsity Tennis Championships at Wiesbaden, Model United Nations
- Publications, Yearbook Co-editor.

Lahoma Lonon — “Remember happiness doesn’t depend upon who you are or what you have; it depends solely upon what you think. Thanks Mom and Dad for being there when I thought you weren’t, but now I see you were all the time. Thanks to Jo-Jo for sharing your hopes and dreams. And Thanks DEE for your very special friendship. I hope it never ends. I love you all!”

Angie Brown — “So many memories I hold within, of old times that have gone by. Yet I look to the future to the things to be done and I find the strength to go on.”

To my family — Thanks for everything. I love you!
To my friends — I owe you a lot; especially, you, Erika. I'll miss you all.
To my dearest Marty — friends like you are rare. Thanks for being mine.
To the great Class of 1988 — “BEST OF LUCK!”

Dipala Lavalais — “Your life is like a moving car, if you stop, you will only find a dead end; but, if you keep driving, you will eventually get somewhere.”

“To the class of ‘88 — I pray that all of your dreams will be fulfilled and our lives will be everlasting. I thank my family for the support they have given me throughout my life. I love you all. I thank Mr. Hanley for encouraging me to carry on. And I give my love for the “lucky one” out there. Remember me and stay on top, the class of ‘88.”
Amy Stiver — “Who ever said ‘it doesn’t matter if you win or lose, it’s how you play the game.’, must have lost. Isn’t that attractive?”
Achievements — Flag Corp, Music Machine, Spring Musical, Varsity Choir, National Honor Society, C.W.E.

Carla Lobo — “Thanks to Gladys y Harley, to my Mother and to BAHS. Good Luck to the Class of ’89. Stay cool and good luck to everyone of my classmates in their lovely future. I’ll miss you guys.”
Achievements — I have never played any sports, but I have participated in many events and nice experiences. My last year is here, far away from my lovely country, I’ll study a lot and enjoy BAHS.

Darla Tabor — “A friendly eye could never see faults, though they do appear as huge as high Olympus.”
— Julius Caesar
Achievements — J.R.O.T.C., Basketball, Drill Team

Shawn Steele — “Achieve in life what you want to achieve, not what others want.”
Achievements — Varsity Football, Basketball, Varsity Track Team, J.R.O.T.C., Peer Counselor, Varsity Letterman’s Club, Student-Athlete Award
Dusty Marvin — “If at first you don’t succeed, read the directions.”
Achievements — Varsity Tennis, Varsity Basketball, Varsity Cross Country, Soccer Team, Varsity Band, Concert Band

Tina Poteet — “I will always cherish my memories from these past years. Donald, thanks for your love and support, and for making this the best year ever. (I LOVE YOU!!) Thanks Mom and Dad for your love and understanding. Love you!!!”
Achievements — Varsity Basketball, Varsity Soccer, Co-Captain Basketball, All-Conference Basketball, Student Council Senator, Senior Class Secretary, Peer Counselor, Varsity Letterman’s Club

Carrie Roche — “It’s better to be alone for the right reasons than to be with someone for the wrong reasons. Jennifer, you are the only one in this entire school that understands half of the things I say! Thanks for everything. You’re the greatest! Danny Moroney, I don’t know how I put up with you, but I’ll tell you one thing, it took a lot of patience! Your personality is great and you have brightened up many of my days. Tina and Donald — I hope that you both stay together — forever. You both deserve that! To the Class of ’89, y’all are gonna have one hard time filling our shoes, but just give it a try, and maybe you’ll make it! Oh, one more thing, to Wendy Stiver — I hope you get all the kartoffels mit weisse kase that you desire (HA!).”
Achievements — Varsity Soccer, Student Council Vice President, Varsity Band, Marching Band, Concert Band, Junior Class Vice President, Varsity Letterman’s Club, Varsity Tennis Team, Peer Counselor, Speech and Drama, Drama Fest

Julia Bartholomew — “We’ve shared laughter and we’ve shared tears; but we’ve survived — together — all these years, now it’s our time — into the real world we go. How we’ll turn out, nobody knows. Search high and low — never give up. Believe in yourself and you can achieve anything. I believe! Thanks to your love and support Mom, Dad, Dora, Diana, and Lawrence. I couldn’t have made it without you!”
Achievements — Varsity Cross Country, Junior Varsity Basketball, Sophomore Class Vice President, Publications

On the first two days of school SENIORS often felt like they were being arrested. As can be seen, the process of entering the BAHS slammer was quite stressful for some.

Other days brought out the true SENIOR. Speech day before elections turned these two SENIORS into primitive savages. While on nerd day, this group of SENIORS was allowed to show their true colors.
1. The powder puff game showed us who really wears the pants in the SENIOR class.
2. SENIORS often engaged in fun and games, such as hide and seek.
3. Tex does a dance for his admiring SENIOR fans.
4. Many times a SENIOR was caught awaking from a good day's sleep.
SENIOR SUPERLATIVES

(above) Most athletic: Lisa Freeman, Shawn Steele. (below) Most likely to become the fourth Beastie Boy: Darin Hunt.

Most likely to appear on a fashion magazine: Jayson Vasquez, Erika DeVries.

Most likely to become President of the United States: Calli Fuller.

Most intelligent: Dan Moroney, Calli Fuller; Best eyes: Donald Geimer, Joy Campolo; Best body: Marshall Todd, Erika DeVries; Peppiest: Carrie Roche, Jayson Vasquez; Friendliest: Carrie Roche, Jayson Vasquez; Most likely to pose in Playboy: Jenny Hoffman; to pose in Playgirl: Todd Sefick; to get married in black: Calli Fuller; to become a game show host: Tim Brandt.
(above) Most likely to succeed: Calli Fuller, Dan Moroney.

(below) Most likely to appear on the Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous: Erika De Vries, with chauffeur Darin Hunt.

(above) Best personality: Jayson Vasquez, Carrie Roche.

(below) Best Hair: Amy Stiver, Jennifer Ottley, Donald Geimer.

(below right) Most likely to become a communist: Calli Fuller, Tim Brandt.

(above) Most likely to die laughing: Carrie Roche, Jerrod Wade.
MORE
SUPERLATIVES

Most likely to appear on Rolling Stone: Darrin Hunt.

Most likely to be busted on Graduation Night: Todd Sefick.

Art married after Graduation: Tina Potucek.

Best dressed: Ericka DeVries, Jayson Vasquez.
Most likely to end up in a mental hospital: Tim Brandt.

Most likely to get married four times: Jenny Hoffman. (with ex-husbands: Setha Thavisci, Marshall Todd, Tracey Terrell, Donald Geimer.)

Most popular: Scott Wagner, Erika DeVries.

Most likely to appear on a toilet paper advertisement: Tim Brandt.
This year's junior officers were Eric Fitzpatrick (President), Kevin Hanson (V. President), Ashley English (Secretary), and Keri Cutting (Treasurer).

The junior class officers and senators embarked on a most daring mission this year: to make this the most spirited and best junior class ever. The team was impressed with the class officers and senators working well together to inspire spirit and enthusiasm in the Junior class. After hours of hard work, dedication and on the verge of exhaustion, the team declared victory in turning out a spectacular year.

The elected senators were Shellie Lamb, Shannon Cashwell, and Tiffany Madden. Not pictured but still important is Dexter Hawthorne.
CLASS OF

1989
Angela Horton
Hilton Haff
Terry Hutchinson
Wendy Jaynes
Chris Jilson

Dietrich Knapp
Sato Kume
Shellie Lamb
Tony Leyrer
Kelley Lilly

Tiffany Madden
Chris Marvin
Earl McDonald
Robert McIntosh
Donaji McWhorter

Nicole Moist
Stacy Moist
Tomara Mosconi
Kim Newcomer
Greg Newton

Audie Noneo
Pat O'Leary
Lisa Olivarez
Jeanie Ozuna
Robin Pearson
SNAPSHOTS!
CLASS OF
1990

Class Officers

President — Nadine Dover
V-Pres — Wendy Stiver
Treasurer — Jodie Thompson
Secretary — Matt Cashwell
Richard Edmond
Scott Evans
Andrew Feutz
Tracy Fitton
Michelle Fowler

Rebecca Fulkman
Joseph Gilmore
Shannon Gream
Charles Green
Edith Halinski

Stacey Ham
Alfred Harris Jr.
Samantha Hays
Scottie Hicks Jr.
Garrick Hipkinson

Farrell Hollis
Nicole Horn
Uland James
Ramiro Jimenez
Christina Johnson

Lilach Karfunkle
Kevin King
Erick Koob
Pamela Lance
Jimmy Lavalis Jr.

1990
Stacey Leaivre
Michael Ludwig
John Marsh
Christopher McFadden
Bruce Marvin

Landon Marx
James McCorquodale
Young-June Miller
Sean Moist
Christopher Mooney

Patricia Mowery
Michael Newcomb
James Norris
Carroll Pearson
Nina Pepoy

Sonya Pepoy
Melisa Perez
Deanne Pisoni
Gregory Price
Erik Reed

John Reynolds II
Tony Ribble
Marlon Rodriguez
Evangeline Rogers
Heidi Sackett
Stacey Lefaivre
Michael Ludwick
John Marsh
Christopher Martinez
Bruce Marvin II

Landon Marx
James McCorquodale
Young-June Min
Sean Moist
Christopher More

Patricia Mowery
Michael Newcomer
James Norris
Carroll Pearson
Nina Pepoy

Sonya Pepoy
Melisa Perez
Deanne Pisoni
Gregory Price
Erik Reed

John Reynolds II
Tony Ribble
Marlon Rodriguez
Evangelan Rogers
Heidi Sackett

1990
Wendy Stiver
Arthur Swanson
George Thomas
Marvin Thompson
Jodie Thompson

Josef Thurman
Pamela Tice
Kelly Tranum
Jeffery Waldrop
Kelly Waldrop

Kristy Williams
James Williamson
George Worthington
Ken Yoshihara
Shanettta Younger

1990
FRESHMEN

President Stephanie Kunkle; not pictured is V. President Leslie Roche

Secretary Bruce Sora and Treasurer Bethany Knapp

Senators: Whitney Warren, Kelli Steele, Sarah Gorecki, and Valerie Patterson
Stephen Abrams
Ivan Aguigui
Robert Alvarado
Michele Alvarez
Melvin Baker
Torrey Barber
Larry Benz

Cindy Berget
Kristine Berget
Jean Pierre Blanchet
Lani Blohm
Andrea Brown

Casey Bunton
Karen Burnette
Andrea Burrell
Ben Carey
Helen Carr

Marie Chandlee
David Coleman
Amy Collins
Shannette Cothran
Harold Coverdale

Sheri Coyne
Shanna Crispen
Britta Devries
Ryan Dillon
Billy Duckworth

50 Freshmen
The annual Berlin American High School English Department's England Trip, is annually sponsored by Mr. Phil Schmoll. Along with Mr. Schmoll one of this year's chaperones was our principal, Mr. Steinman. This was another successful English Excursion lasting from the 10th to the 17th. Touring cities such as Dover, Battle, Oxford, Stratford upon Avon and of course, London; we cheerfully took notes for our journals we had kept.

England is a lovely country and the trip enjoyable; we thank everyone involved in its arrangement and those who carried it out.
"Smile England"

EXCURSIONS
It's happening in MUN this year. Each year students research such world issues as the Middle East, South Africa, and Afghanistan, write opening speeches supporting their country's policy, and write resolutions to solve world problems. All this work and effort is put forth in order to attend the Hague International Model United Nations. This year Berlin represented the United Arab Emirates. Ambassador Calli Fuller delivered a stunning opening speech, and from then on BAHS Munnies were thankful that all the hard work — involving bake sales and car washes — was paying off. Although the UAE did not win any recognition, we did make a showing in committees and general assembly. In April the Mun class attended MSC in Heidelberg.
Although there were few veterans, this year's MUN class "showed energy and style." Class members include: Ashley English, Kara Talbot, Calli Fuller, Eric Fitzpatrick, Shellie Lamb, Dawn Halinski, Amy Ellis, Mike Ludwig, Roberta Burden, Matt Cashwell, Janis Hodge, Tiffany Madden, Dietrich Knapp, Lisa Brown, Jayson Vasquez, Landon Marx and Tim Brandt. Mr. Bleum has sponsored the MUN class since 1980.

... IN MUN!!
STRASBOURG

Speeding along the tracks of the French Duty Train, seven members of the French II class at BAHS were off to a three day adventure in the picturesque city of Strasbourg, France. They enjoyed two fun-filled days of shopping, eating, and just picking up general knowledge of the rich French culture. They had their long-awaited opportunity to speak “real life” French with true Frenchmen! When they realized that the time had come to go back to Berlin, they all agreed that it was quite an experience and then they hopped on the train and came home... Bon Voyage Strasbourg! The lucky travelers were: Mrs. Pierce — our sponsor

Mary-Lore Ballard
Lisa Brown
Wendy Stiver
Samantha Hayes
Martin Carson
Greg Hubble

They left on the 5th of November, 1987 and come home on the 8th of November with tons of film to be developed, souvenirs, dirty clothes, and horrid colds they had contracted from the not-so-hot weather in Strasbourg. Overall, though, it was a great experience and an exciting trip!
The National Honor Society is growing. Five new members were inducted in November and more will be inducted in the spring. The Honor Society recognizes those students who have outstanding qualities and achievements. Scholarship, service, leadership, and character play major roles in identifying these special students. The new sponsor this year is Mrs. Anderson. Under her guidance, the National Honor Society will go far.
THEIR BEST

MEMBERS

Grade 7:
Bruce Armstrong
Tucker Cornwell
John Cutting
Brandon Owens
Brian Shoffner
Amanda Smith
Christy Smith
Doug Underwood
Arrin Withey

Grade 8:
Heather Bullard
Nolan Marx
Maria Vowels
Richard Brubaker
Karen McCarthy

Grade 9:
Sara Gorecki
Melissa Gorton
Kathleen Hildenbrand
Stephanie Kunkle
Joshua Morris
Mindy Legler
Kimberly Vroom
Bethany Knapp
Daniel Kerr

Grade 10:
David Burdette
Matthew Cashwell
Eric Caldwell
Andrew Feutz
Landon Marx
Wendy Stiver
Arthur Swanson

Grade 11:
Lori Barnett
Chaene Gusman
Tiffany Madden
Kara Talbot
Greg Hall

Grade 12:
Julia Bartholomew
Tim Brandt
Joy Campolo
Calli Fuller
Janis Hodge
Daniel Moroney
Setha Thavisiri
Prez: Scott Wagner, Vice Prez: Lisa Freeman, Sec: Jenny Hoffman, Tres: Chris Marvin, and Sponsor: Mr. Lazenby.
Speech Fest Team

Carrie Roche
Shellie Lamb
Calli Fuller
Amy Ellis
Greichen Wendt
Sponsor: Mr. Hanley
GOOD LUCK GUYS!!
STUDENT COUNCIL
VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
FOR THE STUDENTS

Executive Board members: Calli Fuller, President; Carrie Roche, Vice President; Jennifer Allen, Secretary; Kara Talbot, Treasurer, (not pictured) Eric Roche, Historian/Parliamentarian.

Senior Class: Scott Wagner, Jayson Vasquez, (not pictured) Tina Poteet, Tracy Terrell, Julia Bartholomew, Dan Maroney, Gretchen Wendt.

1. Members and non-members of Student Council showed their spirit by participating in the Stu*Co sponsored "nerd Day."
2. Tasha Bunnell and Darin Hunt perform a skit for Eric Fitzpatrick, Junior Class President.

1. Tina Poteet, Tracy Terrell, and Jayson Vasquez give their speeches on Election Day.
Student Council had the best year ever, and good leadership has played a major role in accomplishing all of Student Council's goals. Our Executive Board members, also the class officers and senators did a great job in getting committees together and organizing many fun-filled activities.

This year, Student Council participated in many activities. To start the year off, Student Council sponsored the annual Spirit Week, which included Class Olympics and the dress up days. Next, Student Council played a part in the Community Fair, which let the community know exactly what the Student Council does. At the Fair, we sold Student Council T-shirts, and other items.

Other activities included dances, a TV movie, and a leadership workshop.

Many thanks are in order for Mrs. Talbot, our Student Council Advisor. Without her help, Student Council would not have been able to sponsor as many activities as we have. Also, thanks to Mr. Steinman, Mr. Sennett, Mrs. Deneke, and all of the staff members who supported Student Council throughout the 1987-1988 school year.
The 1987-1988 Staff

Back to front left to right: Shellie Lamb, Jayson Vasquez, Scott Wagner, Donald Geimer, George Thomas, Setha Thaviri, Mike Bailey, Kirk Slobody, Lisa Freeman, Brian Cooper, Lisa Brown, Gregg Hall, Matt Cashwell, Marshall Todd, Shannon Cashwell, Jenny Hoffman, Gretchen Wendt, Jodie Thompson, Erika DeVries, Darin Hunt, Tim Brandt, Dana Carpenter, Kara Talbot, Dietrick Knapp.
Top right: the typewriter becomes an added appendage when deadlines are near. Top: Some professional help from Herff Jones. Middle right: Publications class artist, George Thomas creates something for Matt. Above: Administrative comments. Right: Jennifer Allen and Tina Yurick put in overtime.
Asked what she thought of Punctuation class, Jennifer Fuller replied: "It's different!"

"It's very mellow." Dietrich Knapp answered.

"It's def!" Tim Brandt said.
Photographers
1987-1988

Setha Thavissart-Minolta 7000 with a 35-70mm lens
Ian Cooper
Minolta 1000 with a 35-70mm lens

As the photographers of the yearbook, we hope you enjoy our work.

Mike Bailey
Nikon Fg with a 350-70 zoom lens

Donald Geimer — Minolta 7000 with a 35-70mm lens
Members of the concert band are: Joe Adams, Steve Barnett, Robin Bindy, J.P. Blanchet, Nicole Bradley, Andrea Brown, Roberta Burden, David Clifford, Sheri Coyne, Shonda Davis, Amy Ellis, Ken Emerson, David Hoffman, Hilton Huff, Robyn Jaynes, Stephanie Kunkle, Mindy Legler, Sharon Livingston, Greg Madden, Tiffany Madden, Dusty Marvin, Betty Mireles, John Mort, J.J. Norris, Valerie Patterson, Sonya Pepoy, Michelle Repine, Eric Roche, Leslie Roche, Fritha Slana, Alisa Sowers, Pam Tice, Michelle Tuell, Mysti Weems, Shawn Whitmore and Tina Yurick.

The officers for the band were Pres. Tiffany Madden, V. Pres. Eric Roche, Sec/Tres Sharon Livingston, and Librarians Leslie Roche and Tina Yurick. Gary K. Kelb is conductor and did a superb job as usual.
Intermediate Band


Beginning Band

Members of beginning band are: William Adams, Daniel Brennan, Richard Brubaker, B. Bryan, Heather Bullard, Tymesha Chatmon, John Conway, Keith Cottrill, Thomas Dorsey, John Ellis, Brian Elmore, Doreen Evans, Jessica Fitzsimmons, Christina Genco, Bryon Hall, Christy Harry, Joel Herard, Derek King, Aki Matsusoka, Sean Meehan, Wendy Ottley, Angela Robertson, Kristin Sennett, Thomas Stefko, Kevin Steinman, Kikina Taylor, Clifford Williams, Tanya Woolridge, Sara Zinser.
The choir consists of: Cynthia Berget, Andrea Burrell, Paul Coyle — Librarian, LaShawn Currie, Shannon Gream, Denise Hipskin, Brandon Honeycut, Satko Kume, Pamela Lance, Stacey Mois — President, Christopher Morre, Patricia Mowery, Kim Newcomer, Wendy Nix, Jennifer Norris — Vice President, Felecia Phillips — Secretary, Deanna Pisoni, Christine Radziminski, Chris Stewart, Kelly Tranum, Irma Velez, Candy Weaver, Renee Whitsel, Terry Hutchinson — Treasurer.

Concert Choir had a really great group this year. It was larger than last year, and also improved. Mr. Kelb, the choir's trusty director, led the group in many concerts and programs, to the enjoyment of the community. A special patriotic concert was put on with the Junior High Choir in the fall, which had appropriate readings as well as some All-American songs. The concert was well attended, and enjoyed by all who heard it.

For they're a jolly good choir...
In High
Every eighth grader approaches class with a different emotion.
Maria
Vowels
Mysti
Weems

Arrica
Wheeler
Teige
White
Shawn
Whittmore

Jeffrey
Williams
Arthur
Williams Jr.
Kurt
Woerner
Casey
Wyatt

Section editors:
Erika DeVries,
Scott Wagner
STUDENT CONGRESS

7th grade class officers; Pres: T.J. Roberts; V. Pres: Tredena Freeman; Sec: Laportia Hawthorn; Treas: Jennifer Stiver.

8th grade class officers; Pres: Caine Baker; V. Pres: Nicole Clayton; Sec: Jessica Agiugui; Treas: Adrian Sora.
Students inaugurated into the Honor Society must have a grade point average of a 3.6 for two semesters. To remain on the Society these students must maintain a 3.2 average. With the sponsor, Mr. Long, the Society acts as a club, having meetings and field trips in Berlin.


Pres: Sheri Coyne; V. Pres: Mindy Legler; Sec: Tamica Edwards; Treas: Kathy Hildenbrand; Stu Co Rep: Jennifer Leahy

NATIONAL JUNIOR HONOR SOCIETY — NJHS
Led by Mr. Long, this enterprising young group of Junior Highers get together regularly to discuss the merits of collecting coins and stamps. This can be a great investment in life, and all of the students are learning not only about money matters, but also about themselves.
This year the BERLINER is dedicated to Mr. Kermit Long. Mr. Long has been at Berlin American High School for eighteen years, since 1970. In those 18 years Mr. Long has done a lot for the school. In his first year here, Mr. Long started the junior high congress, bringing student government back to BAHS. As the junior high kids grew older, Mr. Long then organized what is now known as Student Council. Another thing that Mr. Long started in the junior high and carried into senior high is the newspaper. He organized it in the lower grades and again helped in establishing it for the upperclasses. In his time here Mr. Long has also organized the annual spelling bee and tree dedication. Probably the most important things have come from Mr. Long in the classroom, as the thousands of students he has taught look back upon their junior high lives at BAHS and remember him.

— Tim Brandt
"Class of 1993"

Seventh Grade Class Officers: Pres: T.J. Roberts; V. Pres: Tredena Freeman; Sec: Laportia Hawthorn; Tres: Jennifer Stiver.


Section Editors: Jennifer Fullerton and Jennifer Allen.

Seventh Grade
Richard Abrams
Monica Adams
Stephanie Allen
Julie Archer
Bruce Armstrong
Stacey Bahr
Tamara Ball
Shawn Barndollar
Michael Benson
Donyetta Best
Richard Best
Heather Beste
Tomorrow Blazwich
Caroline Bradley
Kelly Brady
Katrina Brailsford
Angela Brewer
Lyle Bryan
Tammy Galkins
Luis Cancel
Robert Carpenter
Tymesha Chatmon
Samantha Coleman
Carrie Collins
Darren Conn

Class of '93
Heidi Consaul
John Conway
Tucker Cornwell
Keith Cottrill
Christopher Culpepper

John Cutting
Thomas Daniel Comeaska Daugherty
Tammy Edge
Christine Eger

John Ellis
Brian Elmore

Derik Fairchild
Wilfredo Feliciano

Jessica Fitzsimmons
Jason Fougeron
Tredena Freeman
Lashonda French
Christina Genco

Seventh Grade
Class of '93

Jesse Schlater
Michaela Schwarz
Casey Senn
Kristin Sennett
Brian Shoffner

Byron Siplin
Zsashamica Slappy
Amanda Smith
Christy Smith
Jaron Smith

Maria Smith-Ruff
Brian Snyder
Angel Solano
Daryl Sons
William Sons

Thomas Steflko
Lashonda Stewart
Jennifer Stiver
Kikina Taylor
Nefstteenia Taylor

William Taylor
Warren Teyyt
Christy Thomas
Natasha Thompson
Robert Thompson

Seventh Grade
Seventh Grade

Aron Torres
Charles Underwood
Michael Underwood
Audra Vance
Heidi Vanvooren

Rhonda Waldrop
Dan Walker
Latonya Wallace
Tara Walters
Clarence Ware

Latrina Waters
David Watson
Donald Weeks
Mirco Wieczorek
Torrey Wiley

Clifford Williams
Thomas Williams
Michelle Williams
Edwina Williamson
Kristin Wilson

Arrin Withey
Tanya Wooldridge
Raymond Woolwine
Sara Zinser
Bozo the Clown

Class of '93
If You Can Read
This, Thank A
Teacher

Below: Mr. Benson, Media Spec.

Above: Mr. Lazenby, Science
Below: Ms. Riggins, History

Mr. Wieland, Counselor

Mr. Eichner, Wood Shop
Mr. Bryner, Science

Above: Mr. Anderson, Home Ec.
Below: Mr. Schnell, English

Above: Herr Prigge, German
Below left: Mr. Hubbell, English, History

Sgt. Hartley, JROTC
Below: Mrs. Burrows, Library Tech.

Above right: Mrs. Szyma, Nurse
Right: Mrs. Wilson, Learning Disab. Spec.
GO AHEAD, MAKE MY DAY!

Above left: Mrs. Winchester, Reading Improve. Spec.
Above: Mrs. Pierce, French
Left: Mrs. Norris, Secretary

Above right: Mrs. Barlow, P.E.
Right: Mr. Morgan, Computers
Above: Miss. Denecke, Asst. Principal

Everybody a comedian!
Mr. Steinman: Principal

Ms. Moore: Science

Above: Mrs. Bretz Behavior Specialist
Mr. Brown: Supply

Mr. Kelb: Music

Coach Rivers and Coach Ellis talk to the offense after losing the first game of the season to the Ansbach Cougars, 20-18.

BAHS proudly produced a second place team and a first place coach. The 1987 football team placed second with a 4-3 record. Better than the previous four years, the team also earned a place in the small school's playoffs against Munich. The team gave their best only to be defeated 28-18. Congrats to the team for their efforts. Coach Pepoy was selected the best coach in Europe. Congratulations! Keep up the great work, Bears, and Good luck next year.

Left: The team celebrates after Hilton Huff scored the apparent winning TD. Above: Shawn Steele looks up field to pass, as Hilton Huff and Brian Cooper set up to block.
Marshall Todd looking for yards.

Donald Giebner pushes an Anderson off in front.

Willy Robinson with the stick.

Terrell "Tex" watching a running back run by.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ansbach</td>
<td>20 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilseck</td>
<td>14 X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giessen</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulda</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsruhe</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Kreuznach</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osterholz</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich</td>
<td>28 Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X = Non Conference
Y = Small School Playoffs
And for the season you get an ...
The Fall Cheerleaders are full of promises this year. The girls attended cheerleading camp in September where they learned many stunts and the way to project their voices to scare the enemy away. Being all amateurs, but two, the squad was named one of the best and they easily conquered the crowd. Our squad consisted of: Jennifer Ottley, Gloria Jones, Erica Riddick, Robyn Armstrong, Tasha Bunnell, Nikki Horn, Sharon Livingston, and Josephine Lennon.
And for the season you get an...
This year's Berlin American High School Cross Country team may have started late, but with a little organization and a lot of help by the runners and Coach Hubble, the cross country team showed DoDDS Germany that they had determination to be number one. The team consisted of many new faces this year, but with a great deal of determination and motivation by returning veteran, Chris Marvin, the team gave it their best shot. Much of the credit is due to the runners themselves, who are: Chris Marvin, Richard Rapp, Scott "Pee Wee" Wagner, Alex Burke, Jeff Waldrop, Danny Colon, Jayson Vasquez, and Junior High runners Alfred Carjaval, Tucker Cornwell, and Amanda Smith. They gave a lot of time and accomplished a great deal for the school and themselves. Coach Hubble, of course, given as much credit as the runners, and all he did for the team. With all this time and hard work, Chris Marvin in at Fourth Place at the Regional is Geisser. Chris was also a great inspiration to his team as well as other teams in DoDDS Germany. Many spectators who attended the meets probably think that all a cross country team does is run in the bushes and finishes twenty-minutes later; they probably do not realize that the Berlin American High School Cross Country Team RUNS WITH THE WIND.

—Article submitted by Jayson Vasquez.
1. Chris Marvin reaches for a drink and some encouragement from a bystander.
2. Scott "Pee Wee" Wagner races for a finish.
3. Alex Burke shows signs of exhaustion as he reaches the finish.
4. Rich Rapp hangs in there as he approaches the finish.
5. Danny Colon is still stepping high as he reaches a check point.

Congratulations to all of the members of the Cross Country team. This was indeed a successful year for the team as a whole, as well as the individual team members. Good luck to all returning team members.

Editor: Carrie Roche
VARSITY
Dawn Halinski, Sally Roche, Whitney Warren, Sonja Hicks, Christy Davis, Valerie Robbins, Angie Walker, Jennifer Fullerton, and Kara Talbot not pictured: Tina Yurick; Manager

SCOREBOARD
Berlin wins Osterholz
Berlin wins Fulda
Berlin wins Osterholz
Berlin lost Bad Kreuznach
Berlin lost Giessen
Berlin wins Bad Kreuznach
Berlin lost Karlsruhe
Berlin lost Giessen
Berlin lost Karlsruhe
Berlin wins Fulda
Conference place: 3rd
Congratulations to Dawn Halinski, Jennifer Fullerton, and Sonja Hicks for making all-conference and all tournament players and earning honorable mention. Thanks to coach Ballard for everything!
Thanks to coach Huebner for submitting photos

JUNIOR VARSITY
Every afternoon the Tennis Team was hard at work practicing at the Harnack House. The practice paid off with the girls taking 2nd place and the boys finishing 3rd for the season. With the guidance of sponsor Mr. Eichner and coach Tom Wickey, the tennis team went far. The top three boys and girls went to Championships in Weisbaden where they battled against 31 challenging teams from Central Europe. The girls played very well. Cherif Hanafi took 6th place and the combination of Dusty Marvin and Dan Moroney took 7th place.
VARSITY

103  Eric Koob  10
119  Thaddeus Freeman  11
125  Richard Rapp  11
130  James Rejzek  11
135  Shawn Hickey  11
135  Sammy Perez  11
140  Chris Jillson  11
145  Steve Barnett  10
152  Greg Newton  11
160  George Thomas  10
189  Joe Hammond  11

GRAPPLING
JUNIOR VARSITY

125  Gregg Price  10
130  Andrew Feutz  10
152  Melvin Baker  9
160  Steve Abrams  9
189  Audie Noneo  11

Jerry Hubbell, Coach

WRESTLERS
We Love That

Players: Angie W.
Tina P.
Lisa F.
Kara T.
Monica G.
Wendy G.
Andrea B.
Nicole E.
Adrienne ?
Alissa S.
Angelica C.
Karen B.
La Shan ?
Coach: Ellis
Not pictured: Jennifer F. and Lienda.
MEN'S

VARITY BASKETBALL
Torrey Barber, Scott Wagner, Shawn Steele, Scottie Hicks, Jon Fleckerstein, Earl McDonald, Dusty Marvin, Jermain Darden, Keith Blohm, James Glenn and Coach Brown. Not pictured: Lance Hamilton, Pat James.
JV BASKETBALL

Mike Newcomer, Bruce Sora, Ryan Burke, Greg Hall, Tyler Shanks, Landon Marx, Alex Burke, Erik Caldwell, Scott Evans. Not pictured: Shawn Garrison.

BASKETBALL
This year's Winter Cheerleaders promises to be the best BAHS has seen in a long time. Due to the long hard hours practicing and learning new moves they are practically flawless. There's only two returning cheerleaders from last year, but the new editions do their best. The squad includes: Stacy Wade, Erica Riddick, Stephanie Carney, Chantle Marshall, Keri Cutting, Tasha Bunnell, Robyn Armstrong, Gloria Jones, and Calli Fuller — Mascot.
Top left: The Cheerleaders perform their stunts. Right: Keri and Stacy pose for the camera. Group shot, and Stephanie and Chantle take to the floor with splits.
THE TEAM: 1 to r Chris Houston, Sgt. Wayne, James Glenn, Joe Glenn John Marsh, James Davis, AND those two swingers Zeke Club and Zack Club. Notable is James Glenn, who took third in Tournaments. Overall the team was much improved from last year's. One reason being that last year the team did not last more than a few weeks.
From left to right; 1st row: 1SG John Hartley (RET), LTC Hadley, CPT Radzimanski, CPT Baugh, CPT Fitzpatrick, CPT Honeycutt, MSG Robinson, CPT Brady, 1ST Martin, SSG Horn, 2LT Tice, 1LT Boyer, CPT Courtney, MAJ Inman, MSG Jack Wayne (RET); 2nd row: 2LT Hawthorne, 2LT Huff, CPL Hicks, PFC Younger, PVT Robinson, PVT Freeman, PVT White, PFC Jackson, SSG Daniel, PFC Aguigui, PVT Kendall, PFC Smith, PVT Alvarado; 3rd row: PFC Price, 1SG Tabor, PVT Cantu, PFC Kopperhaven, PVT Green, PFC Hoffman, SGT Tabor, PVT Alvarado, CPL Freeman, PVT Calbert, PFC Riddick, CPL Brubaker; 4th row: MSG Martin, CPL Newcomer, PVT Lint, PVT Burden, PVT Santiago, PFC Gromley, PFC Burrell, PVT Wolfe, CPL Doyle, PFC Moore, PVT Schmidt; 5th row: PVT Witmore, PVT Barber, PFC Honeycutt, CPL Kopperhaven, PVT Reed, SGT Pearson, CSM Ramtahal, PVT Carie, SSG Conway, PVT Jilson, CPL Greene, PVT King; 6th row: CPL Babineau, MAG Weaver, CPL Turk, SSG Noneo, SSG Fergis, 1SG Dardin, SFC Hollis, PVT Abrams, 2LT Wyatt, SSG Roche
You have seen my many faces
My violent storms of rage
And my bursts of sunshine
You have heard my laughter
On butterfly mornings
And witnessed my tears
During wildflower afternoons
You stand by me in the coldest wind
As well as the warmest days
You listen to my secrets
And keep all of your promises
Time and time again you prove
What a friend really is

By Amy Stiver - Senior
Senior Signatures
A Change of Hart

"I assumed that the President was aware of what I was doing and had, through my superiors, approved."

Oliver North
Marine lieutenant colonel

Losses of '87-'88:
Liberace, 67
Andy Warhol, 58
Rudolf Hess, 93
Henry Ford II, 70
Fred Astaire, 88
Jackie Gleason, 71
Heather O'Rourke, 12
School Year Past

Newsmakers of '87-'88
NFL Strike, America Cup Race, Redskins, Long Hair, Mini Skirts, Iran/Iraq War, Persian Gulf, Unprecedented Landing In Red Square, Stock Market Crash, Nicaragua, Falling Dollar, Fallen Angels (The Bakkars), Broken Harts, The Stark, Supreme Court Nomination(s), Birthday of Constitution (200 yrs.), Summit and INF treaty, Tower Commission Report — North, Poindexter, Casey, Bush, Reagan etc., Graduation of the Class of 1988!

Reagan on Gorbachev: "We Can Get Along"

"I have no excuses. I just wear them."
—Donna Rice

"From now on... there is one order of battle: defend yourselves, defend American lives."
BAHS faves for 87-88

Favorite thing to . . .
Wear: jeans and something baggy on top
Hear: Just like Heaven — The Cure
Watch: Dirty Dancing (the movie)
Do in free time: Go to the beach (not the Wansee)
Class: 88 of course
Drive: Porsche
Drink: California Coolers
Ad: Spud’s McKenzie
Brand: Esprit
BEAR'S '87 HOME-COMING

"A Sort Of Homecoming" by U2 was the theme for this year's homecoming dance. With everyone dressed to kill and excited about the great win over Karlsruhe (27-6), the evening proved to be an unforgettable time.
The royal court of Berlin American High School for this year was:

7th grade — Genie Agiugui & T. J. Roberts
8th grade — Tredena Freeman & Cain Baker
9th grade — Leslie Roche & Bruce Sora
10th grade — Nicole Bradley & Michael Ludwig
11th grade — Wendy Jaynes & Cherif Hanafi
12th grade — Erika DeVries & Darin Hunt
Amy Silver & Dawn Steele
Tina Poteet & Donald Geimer

Julia Bartholomew & Marshall Todd, who were crowned King and Queen of the Homecoming court for 1987-88. Congratulations!
Spirit Week proved to be a big success this year with cafeteria decorations on Nerd day, class Olympics on Twin day, and a total Senior bust (45-2) over the Juniors in Powder Puff on Time Warp day.
The week was wrapped up with a Pep Rally on Maroon and White day which included a variety of pies in a number of faces...
8 O'clock at Oskar
BABY PIX

Kirk Slobody

Scott Wagner

up: Joy Campolo
1: Marty Batchelor
Tina Poteet

Donald Geimer

2 x R. Martin

Calli Fuller

Lahoma Lonon
Tracy Terrell
Setha Thavisri

Erica Riddick

Jayson Vasquez
clockwise from left:
Darin Hunt
Erika DeVries
Dipala Lavalais
Amy Stiver
Tim Brandt
DeAnne Jackson
Jennifer Ottley
Michael Bailey
Julia Bartholomew
(clockwise from top)
(clockwise from top)
Jennifer Norris
Lisa Freeman
Chris Houston
Gretchen Wendt
Jenny Hoffman
AMERICAN

DAYS GONE

BYE!

Candid 155
CONGRATULATIONS
AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1988
FROM THE BERLIN BRIGADE

CONGRATULATIONS &
BEST WISHES
To The CLASS of 1988
From the Berlin

SERGEANTS' MAJOR and CHIEF MASTER SERGEANTS’ ASSOCIATION

CSM Barber
SGM Barnes
SGM Corbett
CMS Currie
CSM Donelson
SGM Hemphill
SGM Horton
MCPO (R) Houston
CMS Hunt
CMS Kildare
CMS Livingston
SGM (R) Moss
CSM O'Malley
CSM Pearsor
CSM (R) Perez
SGM Reich
CMS Ruby
SGM Sampley
SGM Shumpert
CSM Stewart
SGM Thorton
SGM Williams
CSM Williamson
CSM Wilson
Creative Concepts International

- Herff Jones -
for all your school's needs
yearbooks, graduation announcements, caps and gowns, class rings, diplomas, medals and awards …

College House
Suite 324
Wrights Lane
London, W.8
(01) 602-7181 ext. 283
Tx 2 66083 BCC G

Bahnhofstrasse 37
D-6200 Wiesbaden
West Germany
(06121) 372308

Quality, Service and Dependability have made us NUMBER ONE in Europe
ALL MEN DREAM; BUT NOT EQUALLY.
THOSE WHO DREAM BY NIGHT IN THE DUSTY
RECESSES OF THEIR MINDS
AWAKE TO FIND THAT IT WAS VANITY.
BUT THE DREAMERS OF DAY ARE DANGEROUS
MEN.
THAT THEY MAY ACT THEIR DREAMS WITH
OPEN
EYES TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE.
T. E. LAWRENCE

CHAENE
A DREAMER OF DAY,
DANGEROUS ENOUGH TO MAKE ALL THINGS
POSSIBLE.
HAVE A GREAT SENIOR YEAR!
LOVE,
MOM, POPPY & ALICIA

Best Wishes to the
Class of 1988!

BEEFEATER

HARNACK HOUSE
APO NY 09742
PHONE: 030-819-6283

COLUMBIA HOUSE
TEMPELHOF
APO NY 09611
PHONE: 030-819-5263

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
ROYAL DOULTON
MINTON CHINA
FINE CRYSTAL ACCESSORIES

Congratulation
Class of 1988

Wedgwood Concession Shop, Berlin

Wedgwood

AAFES Europe
171 Clayfield, 1020 Berlin 19
Tel. 030-813-2067

Best Wishes to the
Class of 1988!

BEEFEATER

Best Wishes to the
Class of 1988!

BEEFEATER

Best Wishes to the
Class of 1988!

BEEFEATER

Joy,

We are so proud of you! It's been a JOY raising
you.
You deserve the best, so go for it in everything
you do.
The Lord bless you and keep you and make his
face shine upon you always. We love you!

Mom, Dad, David & Cody
GARG,
You have only just begun! Go after life with Gusto — Live it, Love it, and Respect it. Savor your memories, Cherish the moment, and nurture your future. Yesterday’s Joy, Today’s Youth, Tomorrow’s Leadership. To you and the entire Class of ’88, We wish you Godspeed and strength. Thanks for being YOU!
Here’s Looking At You,
Mom, Dad, Michelle & Pooh

CONGRATULATIONS,
DARLA TABOR
WERE PROUD OF YOU!

MOM
DAD
JAMES
27. DEUTSCH AMERIKANISCHES VOLKSFEST

AMERIKA CROSST
BERLIN

HÜTTENWEG DAHLEM
29. JULI BIS 16. AUGUST TÄGLICH
14-24 UHR

U-BAHN OSKAR-HELENE-HEIM, LINIE 2 ODER BUS: 10 11 18 60

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1988
Best of Luck

to the Class of '88

In Your Future

Endeavors!

The Potato Shack

Dear Brian.

You have given us such joy and love and we thank you.

You are a terrific person!

We wish you all the love, happiness and good fortune that is humanly possible.

Remember to trust in God and yourself and follow no one person, crowd or philosophy with blind faith.

Blind faith is after all — BLIND!

Your destiny awaits you my son; you can do anything you set your mind to do.

Reach - Reach for the stars, for that is exactly from whence you came.

We will love you always,

Mom & Dad
Thanks, Don
For a job well done.

Love,
Mom & Dad & Soda Pop

Dear Jennifer,

You did it! Thank you for blossoming where you were so unwillingly planted at times. May you continue to grow and have a beautiful future.

Thanks & Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations
To The Class
Of 1988!

CHECKPOINT CHARLIE CHAPTER

STRENGTH IN UNITY

Thrift Shop
Congratulations To The Class of '88

Best Wishes In The Future

BAHS Chapter of the PTSA

YOU'RE INVITED TO
WATCH THE
BERLIN BEARS
ROCK-N-ROLL
OVER THE
KARLSRUHE KNIGHTS
SAT. OCT. 17
CONGRATULATIONS
FROM THE ATHLETIC BOOSTER CLUB

Always together, but now we must part, and go separate ways, but we'll stay close at heart.

Maybe not the same, but we were always there, when one needed another to laugh or to care.

With these thoughts in our minds, we lived each day, from dawns early glow, 'til the sun faded away.

We're always together and never apart, because distance can't take the love from our hearts.

We love you all!

The Fun Bunch
Erika,

Congratulations from your family, we are proud of your achievements and your FUTURE IS BRIGHT!

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Britta

It was a season to remember,
The Fall Season that is!

Good Luck Class of 88
From the Football Bunch
and Best Wishes to next years team!!

Congratulations
To
The Class of 1966
From
THE CHECKPOINT CHARLIE CHAPTER of the
ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION
AMERICA

Gretchen... you're weird... but you're wonderful.
All our love, prayers, and hopes,
Dad and Mother
Buena Suerte,
Marty
Shawn
Sra Knapp

At the late night,
Double feature, picture show
forever young
American Pie

It's a Sin
BOUKHA

Wench that you are —
Wench that I am . . .

Lienientru
Klo
Chez
Nous
LUV
GRETCHE

Dear M,

It's your turn now!
Congratulations and Best Wishes!

Love,

Mom, Dad, David, & S
Dear Julia,

You are a very special young lady. With God’s help may you achieve your inner most dreams. May love and joy fill your life. God bless you and keep you in his constant care.

Much Love,
Mom & Dad

---

CONGRATULATIONS

"DEE DEE"

WE LOVE YOU!!

MOM

&

DAD

---

Tom, Tex, Brian, and Donald

"FOUR AMIGOS"

National Holiday Dec. 5, 1986
NEVER FORGET IT!
THE END
FASHION SHOW

The Personal Development section of the Cosmetology Department presented a fashion show at the Checkpoint Club on January 13th, 1988. The show, entitled “BAHS Presents: Stepping Out In Teenage Fashion”, featured each girl presenting one or more “look” of her choice and descriptions of where she would wear her look. This is done as a class project. The students plan, advertise, and put together the show to demonstrate some of the new skills they have learned in the Personal Development Class.

Lani Blohm — model
Anne-Marie Carey — model
Shanna Chrispen — model
Carrie Ebarb — model
Michelle Fowler — model
Terry Hutchinson — model
Deanne Jackson — model
Kelley Lilley — model
Lahoma Lonon — model
Bojana Marinkie — model
Lisa Olivarez — model
Jeanine Oruna — model
Stacy Wade — model
Marty Watson — model
Tanja Fanslow — model
Jerrod Wade — backstage
Paul Coyle — music operator
Jayson Vasquez — emcee
Lost And Found

SOPHOMORES

Stacey Ham
James Davis

Due to the fried brains of one unnamed Sophomore, the “Lost Sophomores” were unable to fit into their proper places. We extend our deepest regrets and sympathies to you all. Thank you for understanding. For further details (names of the guilty party) see Mrs. Fagan.

Kelli Steele, Chris Stuart, Bethany White, Jermaine Darden, Rapheal Santiago, Joe Stevens

Due to a few more fried brains, you few also lost out — sorry, sorry, sorry

8th Grade

Vashon Shaw
Leslie Carter
Dennis Murphy
right: The last statue of Stalin in the whole Soviet Union; far right: Part of a convent in Moscow.

St. Basil's Cathedral

Soviet-American friendship in Ivanovo.
The Soviet equivalent of the Empire State Building.

Part of a school performance for Americans in Ivanovo.

Some typical Soviet students.
This year has brought a new extra added attraction to BAHS: SUPER STARS!!! These are the students that the faculty feels are most representative of what a BAHS student should be. The Super Stars of the year 87-88 are:

12th Grade: Tina Poteet, Brian Honeycutt, Carla Lobo, Donald Geimer, Gretchen Wendt, Setha Thavisri, Erica Riddick

11th Grade: Peaches Brown, Greg Hall, Jeanine Ozuha, Don Brown, Satoko Kume, Mike Staal, Eldred Ramtahal

10th Grade: Nadine Dover, Ken Yoshihara, Wendy Stiver, Eric Caldwell, Jodi Thompson, Pat James, Carroll Pearson

9th Grade: Gloria Jones, Ivan Aguigui, Leslie Roche, Josh Morris, Bethany Knapp, Greg Madden (twice)

8th Grade: Carmen Ramsey, Eddie McDonald, Lynette Geimer, Cain Baker, Melaine Naeubusch, Antoine Ferrette, Toby Harrison

7th Grade: Stacy Ryan, T.J. Roberts, LaPortia Hawthorne, David Scharbillig, Mendy Harrison, Brian Mosley, Jamel Greene.

Happy New Year!

Merry Christmas!

Leap Year!
In Like A Lamb, Out Like A Lion!

May Flowers!

April Showers!

School Ends!
GIRL'S VARSITY SOCCER

THE TEAM: Cillia Batchelor, Coach Collins, Erika Oetjen-Gerdes, Carrie Roche (team captain), Jenny Hoffman (team captain), Holly Way, Britta De Vries, Keri Lee Cutting, Ginger Smith, Coach Lazenby, Nicole Bradley, Jodie Thompson, Allison Elwood, Kara Talbot, Michelle Frishhorn, Shellie Lamb, Chelli Doxey, Shelly Davis, Tiffany Madden, Jennifer Fullerton, Tracy Fitton, Whitney Warren, Tasha Bunnell, and Jennifer Allen. Coaching this year were Mr. Lazenby, Mr. Collins, Mr. Babineau, and Karen.

The girls' soccer team captured second place in the conference tournament, losing to Geissen in the final battle by a score of 2-1. Outstanding player was Jenny Hoffman who captured the title as All-Conference Player and all-tournament player. Honorable mentions go to Cillia Batchelor and Erika Oetjen-Gerdes.
The 1988 girls' varsity soccer team had many skilled athletes who helped them clinch a second place victory in the all-conference tourney held in Fulda, W. Germany. Losing last years' forward line was an initial setback, but the forward line this year showed that working together was the key to victory. Jenny Hoffman, Cillia Batchelor, and Erika Oetgen-Gerdes showed that their awesome skills could make them all-conference players as well as assets to the team. Half-back roughians included Chelli Doxey, Shelli Davis, and Whitney Warren showed their skill as the rest of the half-backs followed their way. Defensive roughians included such stars as Kara Talbot, Joy Campolo, Tasha Bunnell, Jennifer Fullerton, Tiffany Madden, Shelli Watts, Ginger Smith, and Carrie Roche. The girls' soccer team would like to send best wishes and good luck to next years' team as they go for the championship. Good luck guys!!! The 1988 team was one of the best the school has seen, and good attitudes, and awesome soccer talent contributed to their victory. Congratulations on a great season.
Bottom Row: John Mort, Daniel Hall, Mike Newcomer, Larry Bentz, Scott Evans, Tyler Shanks, Chris Jillson, Chris Stewart, Melvin Baker, Russell Ottley
Second Row: Ivan Aguigui, Josh Morris, Brian Cooper, Ryan Burke, Kevin Hanson, Darin Hunt, John Marsh, James Williamson, Billy Adams, Ryan Dillon, Ben Carey
Third Row: Coach Mr. Schmoll, Greg Madden, Eric Fitzpatrick, Andrew Feutz, Jay Reynolds, Chris Marvin, Scott Wagner, Landon Marx, Tim Boehm, Setha Thaviseri, Alex Burke, Manager Don Brown
The 1988 Men’s Soccer team has once again kept the “Winning Tradition” alive at Berlin American High School. Leaving their mark, the Bears finished with 11 wins and 1 loss. After becoming the A-Central Champs at the end of the regular season, Berlin and B.K. were the A-Central representatives in the Small Schools Championships.

Represented in Munich, Germany at the Small Schools Championships were SHAPE, Munich, Hahn, B.K., Vilseck, and Berlin. A quick win over Munich and another win over SHAPE (SHAPE’s first loss in 4 years) put Berlin in the final game against Hahn. Berlin captured the crown with a 2-0 win in that game.

Many thanks go out to Mr. Schmoll and all those people who helped the Bears represent BAHS well. Congratulations guys.
Why Can't This Night Go On Forever . . . ?

Why Can't This Night Go On Forever? The theme for this year's junior/senior prom, was also the question on everybody's mind.

A warm clear evening set the original mood, then a great buffet, and danceable tunes from DU. Mr. Melody kept everyone on their feet. When the magic hour rolled around the court was announced, and then the dancing went on to the late hour of midnight.

King and Queen
Donald Geimer, Lisa Freeman. Prince and Princess Eldred Ramrhal. Kerri Cutting
June 13, 1988, a gorgeous clear sunny day, and the class of 1988’s last day as seniors. Sitting in the stadium that Hitler commissioned anxious to receive their diplomas, the class of 88’ was addressed by his honorable Minister Harry Gilmore United States Minister and Deputy Commandant Berlin.

After the ceremony a reception for the graduates and their families was held at the Harnack House. Wanting the night to last forever the graduates shed their caps and gowns and headed out to party.

Aufwiedersehen BAHS and hello to the world.
We would like to thank all of you who supported your school and bought a yearbook. We also especially want to thank our advisor, Mrs. Fagan, who gave up her time, sanity, and several years of her life to make this the best yearbook ever seen at Berlin American High. Thanks for your support — love, your heathens.